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Postcode PlusTM

Strengthens
CRM Database
AFD Address Management Solutions
continue to roll out into major CRM systems
such as Oracle, Siebel, Sage, SAP and SQL.
One of the latest organisations to choose
AFD is British Gymnastics.

British Gymnastics is the National Sports Governing Body

responsible for recreational and competitive gymnastics in

the UK. Around 80 staff are employed at its Newport

headquarters serving a network of 1,100 clubs and

managing applications, renewals and communication for

its 150,000 members.

Continued growth in membership led to a point where old

IT systems needed replacing and British Gymnastics

selected Sage CRM from Concentrix, based on an Oracle

database running on a Linux server. During scoping of the

CRM system address management was identified as an

essential requirement.

See how Postcode Plus fitted the requirements
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Mike Solomon - AFD Sales Director: "Between October and March each year The
British Gymnastics office would be inundated with largely handwritten membership
application and renewal forms received from the clubs. Details from the forms then
needed to be manually entered onto the database so that renewal packs could be
generated. This process was difficult and very time-consuming."

Dai Williams - British GymnasticsMembership Manager: "Often the handwriting on
forms is difficult to decipher, addresses are incomplete and many have missing, wrong
or incomplete postcodes. Even with temporary staff, a backlog would build up and this
would lead to calls chasing membership packs.  We had no way of validating
addresses so some packs would go to the wrong address and others would be
returned undelivered." British Gymnastics wanted to speed up processing while

ensuring all address data entered is accurate and
consistent. Dai continued "The names and addresses of
members are our 'crown jewels'. We can do nothing for
our members without their addresses so ensuring they
are correct is a vital part of the overall CRM solution."

In addition to speeding up central administration, the
new system enables clubs to log-on via a web interface
to the British Gymnastics system to enter details for new
members and renewals. The address management
software would also be used here.

The intention was to take a long-term decision and
three companies were invited to put forward proposals
for address management software.  A number of
criteria were used to score proposals and these
included cost and the ability to provide additional data. 

Dai added "We realised that in addition to the Royal
Mail PAF addresses, availability of other data would
help us develop future services, carry out planning and
reduce costs. For example locating the nearest club or
specialist coaches, event promotion, identifying areas
for development of new facilities and maximising
Mailsort discounts. The datasets for achieving these
include grid references, geo-demographic data, local
authority information and delivery point suffix. All these
and other potentially useful datasets are part of AFD's
standard Postcode Plus offering.

Dai concluded "AFD won the business on a combination
of factors including the way our enquiry was handled,
the ability of Postcode Plus to be integrated easily with
the CRM system, additional datasets available and the
price structure. Had there been a 'tie-break' we would
have asked the question 'What do you do to sponsor
any sporting related activity' and AFD strongly supports

“The names and
addresses of members
are our 'crown jewels'.”
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Mike Solomon: "British Gymnastics has a large
membership database and Postcode Plus will improve
efficiency, accuracy and customer service while cutting
overheads such as temporary staff and postage costs.
AFD has a strong track record in ensuring that the
"Crown Jewels" of any CRM system - the address data -
are entered and maintained efficiently.

We are delighted to play an important part in enabling
British Gymnastics to develop the accurate databases on
which member relationships, communication and service
are built."

Postcode PlusTM puts an end to the damage that poor
delivery / correspondence address details cause to

customer service and to an organisation’s
reputation. It puts good order and accuracy
into this crucial area of data management
while cutting address data entry time by up
to 80 percent.

That is just the start. Postcode Plus will help
to decipher address details left on telephone

messages, poor handwritten forms and
difficult caller accents. It will find missing

postcodes by enabling users to look up an
address from the tiniest fragments of information -

even if miss-spelled, with lightning speed.

'Where's my nearest' functionality comes as

standard and important datasets such as the

Censation® geodemographic system, government and

health administration codes are also included.

Postcode Plus will work straight from the box with any
Windows application, and a comprehensive range of
integration options make it easy to integrate seamlessly
with any Windows or Unix server or desktop-based system.

Call 01624 811711 for a free, no-obligation
consultation from one of our experts, or a
full data demonstration . 

www.afd.co.uk/pcplus
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Prevent Costly Errors with BankFinder®

The rise in automated banking continues and with it AFD BankFinder has continued to
enjoy another year of record growth. BankFinder is now deployed in hundreds of
organisations, on web sites, in retail stores and call centres, for utilities and charities,
for leasing and finance, where it plays an increasingly important role.

Automated banking includes a range of financial transactions, the main ones being
Direct Debit, Direct Credit, Standing Orders, CHAPS, Credit and Debit Cards.

To set up an automated
transaction, long strings of
digits such as the account
number and sort code or card
number must be entered
precisely. There is no margin
for error - a mistake means a
rejected transaction. A rejected
transaction means delayed
payment, extra administration
and lower customer service.

Integrates with "Paperless Direct Debit" Systems 

Enables quick, accurate completion of user payment details 

Checks account number validity for bank branch 

Identifies card type (eg. Visa, AMEX, Maestro) 

Normalises account numbers to 8 digits 

Checks sort code exists and is 'live' 

Identifies and corrects errors in bank details 

Invisible AFD Robot® delivers bank details wherever post-

codes or sort-codes are typed. 

Quick Label - easy envelope and address label printing 

FREE programmer's toolkit enables seamless integration into

many programs
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BankFinder Features

Bank, Account and Card details checked on data entry 

Makes sophisticated checks affordable to all organisations 

Cut cost of delayed processing (c £20 per delayed form) 

Avoid losses from forms that can never be processed 

Highlight Potential Fraud 

Speed up collection of bank related data for financial

transactions 

Improve customer service 
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BankFinder Benefits

AFD BankFinder improves cash flow, cuts errors, raises service standards and lowers administration costs.

Direct Debit volumes alone have tripled
since 1990 and today three quarters of the
UK population are using Direct Debit, with
an average of approx 7 million Direct Debits
being processed every day. Nearly 20
million monthly salaries and over 4 million
weekly wages are paid by Direct Credit. The
decline in cheque book use is matched by
the rise in Credit and Debit card use. 

Direct Debits

Human error occurs because long strings of digits are difficult to enter accurately and
difficult for the eye to check.

In an increasingly automated environment AFD BankFinder offers an efficient, effective
and affordable way to prevent simple, but expensive data and keying errors.

What BankFinder Customers Say...

www.afd.co.uk/bankfinder

“We use BankFinder in our call centre and
administration team to ensure donor Direct
Debit details are accurate. This provides
good service to donors and eliminates the
cost of correcting errors.”
Reza Islam, Senior Database Analyst,
The Children's Society

“I couldn't find a better product on the market, BankFinder Internet does exactly what
we want it to do - 100 percent validation of bank data for Direct Debit mandates. I am
delighted with the technical support received from AFD. With BankFinder we were first
in our industry to comply with APACS Paperless Direct Debit requirements. APACS
charge £24 for each error - so the data has to be right!”
Ken Geddes, Sales & Marketing Director, Energylinx
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AFD Postcode Plotter
Cuts Mobile Staff Costs.
Recent research for software design specialist Telecetera shows that

telecommunication, housing associations and other markets employing

mobile staff are wasting hundreds of thousands of pounds through

inefficient management of field staff such as engineers and maintenance

workers. Now they have launched 'Connect' to cut these costs and AFD

Postcode Plotter is a vital ingredient.

Telecetera has partnered with AFD for ten years. Managing

Director, Dan Pearce says that AFD solutions fit precisely in this

cutting edge field "Exchanging data automatically is at the heart of

the new system - but that data must be accurate. With AFD we can

ensure that accurate address and location data is transmitted so

that accurate routes and timescales are established. This

radically improves efficiency and customer service."

Field workers are equipped with a handheld device which includes

GPS and GPRS. Using this technology the location of the worker is

known, route planning is automated and information/instructions

can be transmitted to and from the worker. 

Telecetera say that because Connect can be so well integrated with

existing systems, almost any organisation with five or more field

staff will dramatically reduce costs by automating pre and post

service communication and administration.

With Postcode Plotter or Postcode Plus at the central hub, job

addresses are entered quickly and accurately, the nearest

available worker can be instantly identified. When the job is

transmitted to the worker’s handheld it carries the site address

including the grid reference and this enables the route to be

planned - all without direct input from the field worker.

AFD Products for AFD Pocket Solutions

Rapid, accurate data entry to handheld devices can be
delivered either through direct installation of AFD
solutions on the handheld or via a wireless connection to
AFD installed on a central server.  

From rapid address entry, to validation of residency and
bank details we have pocket solutions tried and trusted by
organisations such as world class parcel carrier GeoPost
and home shopping giant Littlewoods Shop Direct.

www.afd.co.uk/pocketproducts
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respective  companies.  All  Rights  Reserved.

01624 811711 (Sales)

01624 811712 (HelpDesk)

0800 083 8424 (FREEPHONE Registration)

By Fax

01624 817695

By Email

postcode@afd.co.uk

By Post

AFD Software Ltd
Lough House
Approach Road
Ramsey
ISLE OF MAN
IM8 1RG

Web Site

www.afd.co.uk

Keep  in  touch  with  Postcode  developments  by
visiting  the  AFD  Web  Site  -  where  you  can  try  out
products,  collect  free  software  and  obtain
technical  support.

Contact AFDData News - Q.4/05

John Johnson is responsible for the AFD Partner network.
Serving over 400 partners, John is 'never bored!'. John recently
bought an Apple Mac iBook “one of the best toys I ever had.”
He describes his musical taste as MOR and includes Katie
Melua; Eva Cassidy; The Beatles and Norah Jones. Right now
the object of desire is the Apple iPOD Nano which apparently
packs 1,000 songs into an impossibly small solid state stick for
under £200. He confesses to being an ‘advertiser’s dream’ “if I
like the ad, I’ll buy the product.”

Although he has just turned half a century John is disappointed
he hasn’t been to the moon (yet). However, he has managed
the next best thing, a trip on Concorde which apparently
reached 52,000 feet and travelled at 1,354 MPH.  In his spare time he enjoys travelling and
socialising, and relaxing with his two cats. The next plan is to get a Boxer dog “not that the
face has any resemblance to me whatsoever!”

IMPORTANT PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL NOTICES 

AFD Postcode: We are proposing to withdraw 16 bit (Windows) Postcode with final release being this quarter - Q.4/05.
Please notify support@afd.co.uk immediately if you think this will cause any problems to any of your installations.

Please Note: There is currently NO intention to withdraw DOS versions of AFD Postcode.
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Hot Spot

Why we recommend Quarterly Data Updates.

Address data is constantly changing. New buildings are constructed, existing buildings are changed to apartments or
back to large houses, and some are demolished.  Also, postcodes are changed and new localities are established. 

All these changes need to be reflected in the Royal Mail PAF file on which AFD solutions are built. 

We have invested in technology and processes which mean we turn raw data into finished updates just five days after
receiving the files from Royal Mail. Quarterly updates are timed to coincide with known major change releases from
Royal Mail so you receive the most important updates fast.

Bank administration is also constantly changing. Consolidation, centralisation, re-organisation and
regionalisation are regular occurrences. BankFinder updates track all these changes ensuring official forms for Direct
Debits and other transactions are sent to the right address. Without BankFinder updates details that should be rejected
may be accepted and vice versa. Occasional 'emergency updates' are released by BACS and these are immediately
processed by AFD and made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Finally in addition to data changes, quarterly updates ensure the latest enhancements, features and
data are available to you now.

Updates range in price from GBP 60 per annum to GBP 150 per annum depending on the product. For details and to
order updates please call 01624 811711 or email postcode@afd.co.uk

AFD's monthly Postcode Ownership Plan (POP) covers all costs (including updates) in a single monthly payment.
www.afd.co.uk/pop

Royal Mail PAF Statistics and newly announced changes can be found here www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews

Please note Names & Numbers Q.4/05 release is due in November. All other Q.04/05 product releases
are available now.

John Johnson
Dealer Manager


